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We have enjoyed our first week back after half term. The children are working hard and really 
growing up!

Literacy:
This half term we have begun by writing an information page linked to our ‘Plants’ Science 
Topic. We will be moving on to the story ‘The Everywhere Bear’ linking to our ‘Where Our 
Wellies Take Us’ Topic. In Year One we will continue to focus on basic sentence skills, using 
‘and’, adjectives and ! ?. Year Twos will continue to focus on conjunctions, different sentence 
types and beginning to use different tenses.

Numeracy:
In Numeracy we are currently teaching all areas of measure-length, mass and 
capacity. We will then be moving on to look at 2D and 3D shape.

Connected Curriculum:
This half-term we have begun with a Science week focused on Plants. The children have planted 
their own bean plants and we are investigating the best conditions for them to grow.
We will then be looking at our local area in our ‘Where Our Wellies Take Us’ topic.

R.E: In R.E, we will be continuing to learn about symbols and rituals in Hinduism. We will 
also focus on Easter as we draw closer to that time.

P.E: This half term in PE our topics will be gymnastic balances and a continuation of 
invasion games. We will teach PE on a Wednesday and Thursday afternoon. Please ensure 
that you have both indoor and outdoor kits in school, including trainers and a 
tracksuit. We have had many children without a PE kit since returning from half term.
Please also ensure your child is not wearing earrings on a PE day.
Other:
Reading Books: We will change your child’s reading book every Monday and Thursday.
Equipment: Please remember to bring reading books, school planners, water bottles and PE kits into 
school each day.
Staffing: Mrs Crawley will support in years 1&2 every morning. Mrs Smith will continue her 1-1 morning
support. Miss Freeman will continue to be the class teacher.
We are conscious that many children in 1&2 are not having their home planners signed to show if 
they have read at home. It is very important that such young children are heard read as much 
as possible in order to make the best progress,

Thank you for your continued support,

Miss Freeman


